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The Presley Holy Shrine, Graceland

I was searching out the location of the
roots of this compelling music. I wanted
to pay homage to the heroes and heroines
from my adolescence that helped influence
and sustain me in my encounters with
life, personally and professionally. These
mentors and their work often raised me
from the depths of my own occasional
depressions, troubles and sorrows, and
gave me a full and universal language for
describing what we now all call our ‘blues’.
It is a musical form of raw yet beautiful
expressiveness.
I’m not discounting my learning from
the pioneering figures of psychoanalysis
and family psychotherapy. These highly
educated, mostly male, innovating
members of the white European
intellectual elites had much to enlighten

Graceland, the hallowed ground
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my understanding. However, they never
quite got inside my skin to reach whatever
it is we call ‘soul’ in the way that these
bluesmen and women did. By contrast,
many were barely educated, all black; all
raised in deep poverty, grotesque social
disadvantage and race discrimination,
yet spoke to my condition, so unlike
theirs in background. The ‘burden’ of
their ‘blackness’ was enough to engender
all manner of violent and oppressive
denigration (interesting word that) from
the kind of culturally influenced, racial
supremacist thought that insinuates its way
often beyond conscious awareness in our
‘white’ psyche.
Louis Armstrong, the ‘clown’ genius of
the trumpet, knew all about it:
“I’m white – inside – but that don’t help my case,

That life – can’t hide what is in my face.
How will it end, ain’t got a fr iend,
My only sin, is in my skin,
What did I do to be so black and blue?”
Armstrong’s celebrity stance as an
entertainer caused rejection to later
generations of African Americans who
saw remnants of “Uncle Tomism”.
However, this overlooks the struggles and
strategising he used to gain acceptance
across the racial divide. Likewise bluesman
Sam Chatman’s lyrics:
“Say God made us all; he made some at night,
That’s why he didn’t take time to make us all
white.
I’m bound to change my name I have to paint
my face,
So I won’t be kin to that Ethiopian race.”
These may be taken as irony or painful
declamation. Either way, they had no
resonance with black empowerment which,
in order to free itself from the victimised
voices of oppression, tended to jett ison the
blues as part of that new consciousness, too.
However, it remains true that this
music has a near magical power to speak
to the darker emotions about the pain of
rejection, discrimination, disappointment,
humiliation, murderous rage and loss in a
world bereft of opportunity and openings.
It is almost as if the existential effects of
the associated outward signs of being
identifiable as black in a predominantly
white-determined world, created the
darkness of the personal internal world. As
ever, analysts have a term for this process
but this is just facile word-play to conceal a
historical relationship and way of behaving
that has no ethical justification. The blues
tells the stories of subjugated living.
Though its origins are in black experience,
it can connect universally to human
experience.
However, if it was just the maudlin,
morbid and self-pitying bewailing of all
things in life gone wrong and bad, we
would hear no more of it. It would be
depressingly unlistenable. Its captivating
magic, taken from its African cultural
origin, is in linking narratives of despair
to a driving, hypnotic beat resonating
with the natural rhythmic movements
of the heart and body fiercely enough to
awaken the dead. It conveys a defiant,
declaiming, life affi rming passion that
refuses to admit defeat or quit, despite
the experiences it tells of adversities and
bad times. These glorious discrepancies of
message –celebrating the dreadful – taken
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Sonny Boy Williamson’s Graveyard aka wasteland on outskirts of town

together like yin and yang, can take you to
a place of inner uplift and ecstasy. In Carol,
Chuck Berry put it like this about the blues
derivative, rock n roll:
“And if you wanna hear some music like the
boys are playin’
Hold tight, pat your foot, don’t let ‘em carry
it away
Don’t let the heat overcome you when they
play so loud
Oh, don’t the music intrigue you when they get
a crowd.”
The Blues is a Healer that greeted us in
Cadillac Shack felt absolutely right. I was
just about to explore the birthplace of the
blues, that grandparent of all contemporary
popular music.
Robert Johnson is sometimes called
the “grandfather of ‘rock n’ roll’”. In
appreciating his life and his music, you get
a real sense of what the blues is all about.
Dead by the time he was 27 (a fate shared
by many later pop artists, as you will see
if you Google 27 Club), he was poisoned
by the boyfriend of one of his lovers. Once
you have att uned yourself to the intense
tonality of the voice, it is difficult to listen
to his recording of Hellhound on My Trail
and not to feel the hair tingling on the back
of your hand as he describes being chased
by his demons. Except they weren’t just
inside him. He antagonised enough people
to wish him harm by his free lifestyle and
the seductive power that often accompanies
a charismatic performer. He may also have
been driven by a strong religious sense of
imminent retribution.
“Gotta keep moving, gotta keep moving,
blues falling down like hail,

Blues falling down like hail
And something’s telling me, there’s a
hellhound on my trail.
Hellhound on my trail.”
Like many African Americans, whose
cultural legacy was slavery, the structure
of family life was erratic and full of change.
His father, Noah Johnson, was not married
to his mother, though she was to another,
Charles Dodds, who got into some business
troubles and was subjected to threats of the
lynch mob (over 3000 African Americans
were lynched in the eighty years following
the American Civil War). Dodds moved
across the state border into Tennessee,
and Robert Johnson was sent to live with
his step-father for a time, and then back to
his mother who, by then, had remarried.
No doubt, in a resolution of his identity
struggle, he changed his name back to
that of his original father, Johnson, a
man he never knew. Robert Johnson was
widowed once (his wife died in childbirth)
and remarried, but his life as an itinerant
musician did not exactly make for sett led
attachments and family life, for which he
had had litt le experience anyway.
There is a legend perpetrated in fi lm
(Crossroads and Oh Brother Where Art
Thou?) as well as the television series
Supernatural, that Johnson made a pact
with the devil at a crossroad (said to be
the intersection of Highway 61 and 49 at
Clarksdale) to make him an outstanding
blues musician in return for a short life. The
“devil’ obliged. Th is wonderful piece of
myth-making followed the extraordinary
transformation in Johnson’s playing that
many Mississippi blues men among his
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peers noted and embellished. He was
a highly talented and original young
performer with a self-destructive way
of life. Managing his unique talent and
lifestyle were the “devil” – a fate shared by
Jimi Hendrix, Michael Jackson and white
America’s derived response to such black
talent, Elvis Presley.
One of his greatest blues that captures
the essence of the music and how it can
speak to us is Preaching the Blues, a number
he learned from his mentor (and occasional
preacher) Eddie James ‘Son’ House.
It opens with that true and accurate
evocation of the depressed and flattened
feelings many experience on waking to face
a new day. As psychotherapists, how many
times have we heard the debilitating pain of
this from patients young and old and with
different levels of severity over the years.
It is often parodied as a blues cliché as if to
deflect the edge of a common experiential
reality.
“Woke up this morning and the blues was
walking like a man,
Worried blues, give me your right hand.”
Then again:
“The blues is a low down aching chill,
If you’ve never had ‘em,
I hope you never will.”
As to the toxic effect of depression as
‘illness’, Johnson offers this:
“The blues is an aching heart disease,
Like consumption, it’s killing me by degrees.”
Locating Robert Johnson’s grave in
a rather derelict and neglected church
graveyard just south of Clarksdale was a
moment of pure reverential delight. It was
an oddly modest and desolate sett ing for
!"
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SB Williamson’s headstone
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And so, the dénouement, our journey’s
end was just across the state border in
Tennessee at Memphis. We wanted to see
the Elvis ‘shrine’ at Graceland; the Sun
studio where Elvis started and the Civil
Rights Museum, the motel site of Martin
Luther King’s murder.
If ever there was a contrast between what
it is to be black and what it is to be white
in an aggressively driven, high-achieving
white-elite dominating society, it was at
Graceland. Forget Paul Simon’s pseudoreligious homage to this shrine of the
American dream, it is as sad a place as it
is tacky. Elvis was a tragic figure; hugely
talented with an att ractive voice for ballads
and rock. He was a decent human being,
kind, not very assertive, and undiscerning
about who controlled his life – i.e. exploited
Robert Johnson’s Grave
it. If you look at the photo of him as a
child standing between his mother and
one of the originators of rock and roll, ska, helplessness and cry for partnership
father, it is almost the iconography of white
reggae, rap and all music that followed, but support:
America’s holy family, poverty stricken, ill
utterly in keeping with the abandoned life
educated but fabulously successful.
“You got to help me
of the man. Later on, as I was to discover,
Paul Simon’s ‘Poor boys and pilgrims
I can’t do it all by myself
this was symbolic of the dis-ownership
with families’ articulates just this, as do the
You got to help me, baby
of black accomplishment. As President
millions of Americans (mostly white when
I can’t do it all by myself
Obama was to discover from the Donald
we were there) who make this pilgrimage
You know if you don’t help me darling
Trump-directed neo-con campaign to
annually for $30 dollars minimum ($35
verify his birth certificate, the undercurrent I’ll have to find myself somebody else.
to get to see into his private jet). You
of rich white supremacists is far from
are pushed through at high speed and
I may have to wash
dormant.
learn that he was a twin whose brother
I may have to sew
As a teenager, I had always enjoyed
died at childbirth; he was devoted to his
listening to the harmonica in the blues and I may have to cook
mother who suffered from depression and
I might mop the floor
tried falteringly to reproduce its sound.
domination by her mother; his father, who
The blues ‘harp’ is a wonderful instrument, But you help me babe
part managed him, was semi-literate; Elvis
You know if you don’t help me darling
mostly designed for a child, I suspect,
was their only child. With his fabulous
I’ll find myself somebody else.”
like a recorder. Highly portable and
wealth he bought Graceland for them and
versatile, in the hands of a skilled player
him. There seemed good family times at
My intention was to pay homage to
it is able to sound like the human voice
moments, but his mother had a hankering
Sonny Boy. Finally, in the fading light
calling from the depths, a train or some
for more privacy. She used to enjoy feeding
wondrous creature in communion with its of a grey Mississippi evening, we found
chickens in the back yard until Elvis’s PR
his grave in Tutwiler, a small, poor,
environment. Known colloquially as the
managers told him to get her to put a stop
predominantly black township about
“Mississippi saxophone”, it helps texture a
to it. The house was accessible from one of
twelve miles east of Clarksdale in north
blues instantly with the plaintive whoops
the main roads into Memphis and it didn’t
Mississippi. The township had an air of
and wailing swirls through which it adds
look good for his image.
desperation about it: teenagers looking
its voice to the mix that dares to articulate
After his marriage to Priscilla broke
bored and listless, just hanging about
against the distresses and misfortunes of
down, his life seemed to be in a tailspin
waiting for nothing because it felt as if
life. One of the greatest Mississippi delta
dive. He became more and more isolated,
there was nothing to wait for. Eventually,
harmonica players, Aleck Miller, took the
overweight, incontinent and dependent on
we found his grave on what looked like a
name of a successful predecessor John
piece of wasteland on the edge of town. His prescribed drugs. He died at 42. Yet, to hear
Lee ‘Sonny Boy’ Williamson, following
gravestone looked smart and out of keeping his fi rst recording, cut at Sam Phillips’s Sun
his violent murder as he was on his way
studio just out of High School as a birthday
with its surrounding. Lillian Mcmurry,
home from a gig in Chicago (yes, a truly
present for his mother, is to hear a voice of
the owner of the independent Mississippi
blues story this, like Robert Johnson’s
record company that his recordings helped natural warmth, tenderness and sincerity.
end). I remember seeing Sonny Boy 2nd
The other incongruence is the shrine to the
to sustain between 1950 and 1956 when
on UK TV in the sixties. A wonderful folk
family in the grounds of Graceland. Th is
it folded, erected the headstone in 1977,
songwriter himself, he popularised this
twelve years after his death, in recognition is more striking than the shrine I know
classic Willie Dixon number Help Me, a
closer to home, that of St Thomas a Becket
of his talents.
plea (or is it threat?) of despairing (male?)
!"
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in Canterbury Cathedral. It also contrasts
radically with Sonny Boy Williamson’s, a
major blues artist and composer who built
the music from which Elvis’s fame and
wealth derived. It was the white recording
engineer, Sam Phillips, whose main hobby
was recoding local black blues artists, who
persuaded Elvis to cut an old blues number,
My Baby Left Me, that really launched his
meteoric career.
By contrast, the Civil Rights museum
in Memphis was a touching experience.
Here documented was the struggle for
freedom of African America. It was not so
harrowing as visiting that other museum of
human oppression, Auschwitz. However,
as a white person, and part of a massive
human enslavement, albeit of a different
time and generation, it is less easy to
dismiss the human violations as ‘acts of the
Nazis’. Th is was total racial domination,
white over black. Its trace-marks are still
deeply engrained in many att itudes in the
US and the UK, though lying more latent
beneath the espousal of ‘right political
att itudes’. Institutional racism is the name
given to it and, while it seems to sleep, it
is not necessarily dormant. We ‘whites’
often cannot see ourselves through the
spectacles of non-white ‘other’s’ experience.
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Openness to the blues and its whole social
context does, at least, give some empathic
connection, but don’t trust this as a
protection against complacency.
Outside the Museum motel, two young
African Americans asked me to take their
photograph outside the bedroom where
Martin Luther King was assassinated. They
wanted the words of the commemoration
plaque outside his motel room to be
included. Th is read, “They said one to
another, Behold here cometh the dreamer….
Let us slay him…And we shall see what will
become of his dreams” Genesis, 37 19-20.
Well, what happened to his dreams,
forty years on, was an African American
president. Can history ever have produced
a more emphatic outcome to the human
aspiration for justice, dignity, equal rights,
respect and freedom for an oppressed
group of people than this? Of course, there
is no fairy story ending here either, because
magic and wishful fantasy is not, of itself,
transformative. However, the dreams of the
imagination at least point our minds and
spirit in the right direction.
“Born under a bad sign,
I’ve been down since I began to crawl,
If it wasn’t for bad luck, people
I wouldn’t have no luck at all.”

Here was the essence of African
American blues again, this time delivered
with feeling and insistent driving
rhythm by the black lead guitarists of the
“Plantation All-Stars” on that fi nal balmy
evening in a small park on Beale Street,
Memphis. The audience, mostly African
Americans with a few white onlookers like
ourselves, caught the mood immediately
and were on the concrete in front of the
bandstand moving and swaying with
each other in the soft and quiet delight of
recognition. “So life is bad. What the hell, as
long as you can still feel the pulse and rhythm
of it what else is there to understand?”
To have true empathy, we have to be like
actors literally gett ing themselves inside
the skin, character and psyche of another
– their soul. Th is requires a giving over of
our own identity and using the freedom of
imagination to build the feeling from inside
another. Th is is not really hard to do, like
singing but, fi rst, you have to give yourself
permission to take that invisible leap into
the ‘beyondness’ of creative imagining and
then study those skilled people who have
already done so, and imitate their skill and
adventurous courage. Then, practice and
check out with the other’s experience, with
which you are identifying and seeking to
!"
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Cadillac Shack with decrepit white blues singer on the veranda and consumed empties on right
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